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Electrocatalytic Oxidation of Ethanol and Ethylene Glycol on Cubic, Octahedral and Rhombic Dodecahedral Palladium Nanocrystals

Xian-Yin Ma, Yafeng Chen, Han Wang, Qiao-Xia Li, Wen-Feng Lin, Wen-Bin Cai

Cubic, octahedral and rhombic dodecahedral Pd nanocrystals were synthesized and examined as nanocatalysts for electro-oxidation of ethanol and ethylene glycol. Combined electrochemical measurements and density functional theory calculations reveal that nanofacet-dependent affinity and reactivity of OHads and COads are closely linked to the C2 alcohol oxidation activities, with the highest reactivity found on the Pd nanocubes bounded by (100) facets.

Ethanol and ethylene glycol based direct alcohol fuel cells are particularly attractive for portable power applications, owing to their theoretically high energy densities, low toxicity and facile generation of the fuels from biomass. Alternatively, alcohol electro-reforming is an energy-efficient, low cost and environmentally friendly technology to produce clean hydrogen at the cathode and valuable chemicals from biomass-derived alcohol oxidation at the anode, in a simple electrolysis cell at low temperature and atmospheric pressure. For both of the fuel cell and hydrogen technologies, the efficient oxidation of the C2 alcohol by means of electrocatalysis is essential, and the efficiency is largely determined by the catalysts employed.

Due to the rarity and high cost of Pt, Pd-based catalysts have been investigated as alternative promising catalytic materials for C2 alcohol oxidation in alkaline media. However, they compete with traditional Pt-based ones in terms of electrocatalytic activities at high pH. Although significant technical progress has been achieved on anion exchange membranes for the direct alkaline alcohol fuel cells and the alcohol reforming electrolytic cells, oxidation of C2 alcohols on Pd surfaces has received far less attention than that on Pt surfaces, hindering the development of more efficient Pd-based catalysts.

Facet control is one of the effective tactics to attain surface structure manipulation that may lead to the design of high performance catalysts. Studies on Pd bulk single crystals have shown that the crystallographic orientations can have significant impacts on the electrocatalysis of formic acid oxidation and oxygen reduction. The three basal planes (111), (100) and (110), are of fundamental interest since they may be combined to constitute structurally higher index planes of single crystals. It has been reported that the formic acid oxidation activity on Pd single crystals increases in the order of Pd(111) < Pd(110) < Pd(100) in sulfuric acid solution, while the oxygen reduction activity follows the order of Pd(110) < Pd(111) < Pd(100) in perchloric acid solution.

From the practical viewpoint, Pd nanocrystals are much more preferred to be employed as the catalysts compared to Pd bulk crystals. The preferential nanofacets could be created by modifying the shapes of nanocrystals, e.g., Pd cubes, octahedrons (Octs) and rhombic dodecahedrons (RDS) are enclosed predominantly by (100), (111) and (110) nanofacets, respectively. Clearly, a systematic investigation into the electrocatalytic activities of these model Pd nanocatalysts for ethanol and ethylene glycol oxidation in alkaline media is highly demanded and timely for the development of direct alcohol alkaline fuel cells and electro-reforming cells.

Pd cubes, RDS and Octs nanocrystals were obtained via wet chemistry one-pot synthesis and then casted on a glassy carbon electrode. Figure 1. Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images of Pd cubes (a), RDS (b) and Octs (c). The inserts are the zoomed-in images for single particles at the scale bar of 10 nm, and the corresponding schematic surface atomic arrangements.
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carbon electrode for the electrocatalytic evaluation (see ESI† for details).

The transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images of the as-synthesized Pd cubes (a), RDs (b) and Octs (c) with well-defined shape and a high yield/selectivity (> 90%) are shown in Figure 1 and Figure S1. The mean sizes in the edge-length lie around 25.3 ± 2.1, 23.6 ± 2.7 and 21.5 ± 1.9 nm for Pd cubes, RDs and Octs, respectively. More details of nanofacet characterization and the XRD data are shown in Figures S2 and S3, which all support the identified surface structures. As demonstrated in the previous report,20 Pd nanocrystals of these similar sizes should not have a significant size effect on their specific activities, however the electrochemical properties of Pd nanocrystals are highly dependent on their surface cleanliness, and the removal of residual surfactants on the nanocrystals after the wet chemistry synthesis is thus essential for a reliable comparison. Based on our previous reports,6,19 the removal of CTAB/CTAC residues on Pd nanocrystals supported on glassy carbon electrode was enabled by effectively utilizing the CO-adsorption displacement tactics in a CO-bubbled 0.5 M H2SO4 solution at 0.35 V vs RHE for 900 s followed by subsequent anodic COads stripping. Figure S4 shows the cleaning treatment effect, which confirms the clean surface was obtained.

Figures 2a and 2b show the cyclic voltammograms (CVs) recorded for surface cleaned Pd nanocrystals in 0.5 M H2SO4 and 1.0 M NaOH electrolytes, respectively. In acidic media, the formation/reduction of surface PdO and hydrogen/bisulfate adsorption/desorption processes were observed over distinct potential regions, similar to the voltammetric features for the corresponding Pd bulk single crystal electrodes.21 Shape-dependent unique voltammetric features for the formation/reduction of PdO and hydrogen adsorption/desorption processes were also observed in alkaline media over the high and low potential regions,22 respectively, see Figure 2b. It has been well documented that OH- ions are chemisorbed over a broad potential region before and during the initial stage of the surface oxide layer formation.22, 23 At potentials below ca. 0.70 V, the redox current peaks appearing in the voltammograms are related to the hydrogen desorption/adsorption and OH adsorption/desorption processes.9, 24 To get an insight into the OH formation potentials on the different Pd facets, we performed DFT calculations (see ESI† for details of DFT computational method) and the main results are presented in Figure 3, with the supporting adsorption energy data given in the Table S1.

From the DFT simulation on a simplified surface model as explained in the ESI, the onset potential of OH formation on the three basal Pd planes of (111), (100) and (110) are 0.31 V, 0.07 V and 0.13 V, respectively, indicating that the OH adsorption reaction process on Pd(110) surface was firstly initiated for its lowest onset potential, although the calculated values are obviously lower than the experimental ones due to the simplified model. It has been well documented that the adsorption of hydroxyl species was most favoured on Pt(110) followed by Pt(100) and Pt(111).9 Meanwhile, an indirect experimental evidence comes from the report that O species adsorbed at lowest temperature on Pd(110) followed by Pd(100) and Pd(111) at the solid-gas interface, as detected by XPS.25 Along this line, the broad peak located at ca. 0.40 V for Pd RDs may be attributed to desorption of hydrogen and adsorption of OH to form OHads on (110) nanofacets. The peaks located at ca. 0.585 and 0.615 V, which are too high for the potential of hydrogen desorption, may be assigned to the chemisorption of OH- on (100) nanofacets of Pd cubes and (111) nanofacets of Pd Octs, respectively.15, 26 Since OHads is the essential reactant pair involved in oxidizing the carbonaceous intermediate species including CH2C*=O, CO and CHx during EOR,23, 27 and HO-CH2C*=O, CO and CH2O during EGOR,6 the Pd

Figure 2. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of Pd nanocrystals recorded in 0.5 M H2SO4 (a) and 1.0 M NaOH (b) electrolytes, respectively. The CO stripping curves obtained from the three types of Pd nanocrystals in 1.0 M NaOH are also shown here (c). Scan rate: 50 mV s⁻¹. The current densities in (a) and (b) are shown by normalizing the measured currents to the electroactive areas of designated Pd nanocrystals (see text, vide infra).

Figure 3. Calculated phase diagram of OH adsorption on Pd(110), Pd(100) and Pd(111) facets. The optimized configurations of OHads on the bridge sites of the three surfaces are shown in (a) OHads/Pd(110), (b) OHads/Pd(100) and (c) OHads/Pd(111), where red is the O, white is H and blue is Pd atoms.
Crystalline orientation. An IR spectroscopy study suggests that nanofacets. Therefore, the resulting electrocatalytic activity of Pd nanocrystals may vary to some extent case by case for different oxidation reactions.

CO adsorbate (COads) is an intermediate species formed from the C-C bond breaking during EOR and EGOR, playing a dual role: one is the reactive species to be further converted to CO2 via COads + OHads => CO2 + H2O + e-, and the other is the poisonous species to block surface active sites for other parallel reactions. For the pre-dosed COads monolayer on Pd nanocrystals, the anodic oxidation stripping voltammograms in N2-deaerated 1.0 M NaOH solution (Figure 2c) revealed that the COads oxidation on Pd nanocrystals occurs in two distinct potential regions, as demonstrated by the oxidation pre-peak and the main oxidation peak. The pre-peak may arise from the reaction of weakly adsorbed CO (for example, part of linear adsorbed CO, or CO2) with OHads formed at lower potentials. In fact, CO adsorption on Pd surfaces may take linear (CO2), bridge (CO) and hollow (COOH) sites, with increasing CO adsorption strength. The preference of which depends greatly on Pd surface intermediates HO-CH2C*=O, COads and CHxOads.6

Further chrono-amperometric measurement in the same electrolyte indicated the highest EOR oxidation current density maintained on Pd cubes after anodic polarization at 0.67 V for 3600 s. In fact, 41%, 18% and 13% of the initial current densities were sustained on Pd cubes, RDs and Octs, respectively (see Figure 4b). The most durable EOR activity on Pd cubes at 0.67 V, as demonstrated in Figure 4b, may arise from the least accumulation of both COads and adsorbed acetate species. Otherwise, increasing COads and acetate coverage may block surface active sites during EOR, resulting in the quicker decay of current densities.

EGOR on Pd electrode in alkaline media seems even more complicated than that for EOR, with the main products being glycolate and glyoxal in the C2 pathway and the minor product being CO2 or its derivatives in the C1 pathway besides the surface intermediates HO-CH2C*=O, COads and CHxOads.6

![Figure 4](Image)

Figure 4. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) (a) and chronoamperometric curves at 0.67 V (b) recorded for Pd nanocrystals in 1 M NaOH + 1 M ethanol solution, in which Pd cubes exhibit the highest peak current density, followed by Pd Octs and Pd RDs. The highest oxidation peak current density on Pd cubes seems consistent with both the lowest barrier for dehydrogenation of ethanol on Pd(100) indicated by the DFT calculation, and the favourable subsequent oxidation of the majority of CHxC*=O and COads intermediates on Pd cubes, inferred from the previous mechanism study and the above CO stripping measurement. In terms of nanofacet dependence, the oxidation onset potential and peak potential for EOR are the lowest on Pd RDs, as compared to those on Pd cubes and Pd Octs, due to the lowest potential for OH- chemisorption on (110) nanofacets. Further chrono-amperometric measurement in the same electrolyte indicated the highest EOR oxidation current density maintained on Pd cubes after anodic polarization at 0.67 V for 3600 s. In fact, 41%, 18% and 13% of the initial current densities were sustained on Pd cubes, RDs and Octs, respectively (see Figure 4b). The most durable EOR activity on Pd cubes at 0.67 V, as demonstrated in Figure 4b, may arise from the least accumulation of both COads and adsorbed acetate species. Otherwise, increasing COads and acetate coverage may block surface active sites during EOR, resulting in the quicker decay of current densities.
In analogy to the role of CH$_3$C*=O in EOR at Pd,$^{27}$ our previous spectroelectrochemical study indicates that HO-CH$_2$C*=O acts as the pivotal intermediate for the C2 and C1 pathways in EGOR on Pd in alkaline media.$^6$ Figure 4c shows the corresponding CVs for Pd nanocrystals in 1 M NaOH + 1 M ethylene glycol solution. The oxidation peak current densities followed the order of Pd cubes > RDs > Octs, with the onset oxidation potentials shifting positively by nearly 0.20 V, compared to the counterparts in the case of EOR. This potential shift could be ascribed to higher CO$_{ads}$ coverage resulting from enhanced C=O bond cleavage of ethylene glycol versus that of ethanol on Pd surfaces.$^{96}$ In analogy to the explanations for EOR, the lowest onset potential and peak potential for EGOR on Pd(110) may be attributable to the lowest potential for OH$_{ads}$ formation, whilst the highest oxidation peak current on Pd cubes may arise from both the most favoured dehydrogenation of ethylene glycol and the facile subsequent oxidation of the majority of HO-CH$_2$C*=O and CO$_{ads}$ intermediates on (100) nanofacets. After anodic polarization at 0.82 V for 3600s (Figure 4d), the current densities of EGOR on Pd cubes, RDs and Octs remained 64%, 64%, 61% of their initial values, respectively. The relatively higher durability seen in Figure 4d than that in Figure 4b is likely due to the fact that CO$_{ads}$ oxidative removal at 0.82 V was more facile than that at 0.67 V due to weaker CO$_{ads}$ bonding to the surface at the higher potential.$^{13}$ In addition, a closer look at Figure 4d reveals that the oxidation current decayed at a larger surface at the higher potential.$^{33}$ In conclusion, both ethanol oxidation reaction (EOR) and ethylene glycol oxidation reaction (EGOR) on nano-sized Pd cubes, octahedrons (Octs) and rhombic dodecahedrons (RDs) in alkaline media have been demonstrated to be nanofacet sensitive. The electrocatalytic activities in terms of oxidation peak current densities follow the sequence of cubes > Octs > RDs for EOR and that of cubes > RDs > Octs for EGOR. The nanofacet dependent affinity and reactivity of OH$_{ads}$ and CO$_{ads}$ significantly affect the EOR and EGOR on differently shaped Pd nanocrystals. The highest electrocatalytic activities of EOR and EGOR on Pd cubes may be ascribed to the most favoured dehydrogenation and subsequent oxidation of majority of (hydroxyl)acetyl and CO$_{ads}$ intermediates on (100) nanofacets, whilst the lowest onset and peak potentials of EOR and EGOR on Pd RDs were attributed to the formation of OH$_{ads}$ at the lowest potential on Pd(110) nanofacets. The current finding suggests clearly that Pd nanocubes are the choice of catalysts for direct C2 alcohol alkaline fuel cells as well as C2 alcohol electro-reforming cells for hydrogen production.
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Ethanol and ethylene glycol electrocatalytic oxidation on Pd cubic, octahedral and rhombic dodecahedral nanocrystals in alkaline media was systematically investigated.